Single shot whole brain imaging using spherical stack of spirals trajectories.
MR-encephalography allows the observation of functional signal in the brain at a frequency of 10 Hz, permitting filtering of physiological "noise" and the detection of single event activations. High temporal resolution is achieved by the use of undersampled non-Cartesian trajectories, parallel imaging and regularized image reconstruction. MR-encephalography is based on 3D-encoding, allowing undersampling in two dimensions and providing advantages in terms of signal to noise ratio. Long readout times, which are necessary for single shot whole brain imaging (up to 75 ms), cause off-resonance artifacts. To meet this issue, a spherical stack of spirals trajectory is proposed in this work. By examining the trajectories in local k-space, it is shown that in areas of strong susceptibility gradients spatial information is fundamentally lost, making a meaningful image reconstruction impossible in the affected areas. It is shown that the loss of spatial information is reduced when using a stack of spirals trajectory compared to concentric shells.